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ABSTRACT:
Monitoring services are provided by building wireless sensor networks for a High Secured Location
Scanning System. A potentially un-trusted server with monitoring personal locations poses privacy threats
to the monitored individuals. In this paper, we discuss about a well established k-anonymity privacy
concept which requires each person, is indistinguishable among k persons relies upon our system. In our
system, at least k persons are residing in each sensor node which blurs its sensing area into a cloaked area.
Aggregate location information is reported by each sensor node. However, two in-network aggregate
location anonymization algorithms are proposed namely, resource and quality-aware algorithms. The
sensor nodes to collaborate with each other to blur their sensing areas into cloaked areas are required by
both algorithms, such that each cloaked area contains at least k persons including a k-anonymous cloaked
area. The main aim of resource-aware algorithm is to minimize computational cost and communication.
The aim of Quality-aware algorithm is to minimize the size of the cloaked areas. Simulated experiments
are evaluated through our system and our system provides high quality location monitoring services and
guarantees the location privacy of the monitored persons are shown in our results.
Keywords: Monitoring Services, Wireless Sensor Networks, k-anonymity, Sensor nodes.
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size of the cloaked areas, in order to
maximize the accuracy of the aggregate
locations reported to the server. In the
resource-aware algorithm, each sensor node
finds an adequate number of persons, and
then it uses a greedy approach to find a
cloaked area. With the number of monitored
persons in the area as an aggregate location
345
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